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Abstract 

Accurate measurement of central blood pressure (BP) using upper arm cuff-based methods is 

associated with several factors, including determining the level of systolic BP (SBP) 

amplification. This study aimed to determine the agreement between cuff-based and invasively 

measured SBP amplification. 

Patients undergoing coronary angiography had invasive SBP amplification (brachial SBP – 

central SBP) measured simultaneously with cuff-based SBP amplification using a commercially 

available central BP device (device 1: Sphygmocor Xcel; n = 171, 70% men, 60 ± 10 years) and 

a now superseded model of a central BP device (device 2: Uscom BP+; n = 52, 83% men, 62 ± 

10 years). 

Mean difference (±2SD, limits of agreement) between cuff-based and invasive SBP 

amplification was 4 mmHg (−12, +20 mmHg, P < 0.001) for device 1 and −2 mmHg (−14, +10 

mmHg, P = 0.10) for device 2. Both devices systematically overestimated SBP amplification at 

lower levels and underestimated at higher levels of invasive SBP amplification, but with stronger 

bias for device 1 (r = −0.68 vs. r = −0.52; Z = 2.72; P = 0.008). Concordance of cuff-based and 

invasive SBP amplification across quartiles of invasive SBP amplification was low, particularly 

in the lowest and highest quartiles. The root mean square errors from regression between cuff-

based central SBP and brachial SBP were significantly lower (indicating less variability) than 

from invasive regression models (P < 0.001). 

Irrespective of the difference from invasive measurements, cuff-based estimates of SBP 

amplification showed evidence of proportional systematic bias and had less individual 

variability. These observations could provide insights on how to improve the performance of 

cuff-based central BP. 
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INTRODUCTION 

High blood pressure (BP) is a leading modifiable risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity and 

mortality worldwide [1]. Accurate measurement of BP is, therefore, critical to enable correct 

diagnosis and best clinical practice to lower high BP [2]. Although cuff BP is the principal 

measurement method, it does not always reflect individual intra-arterial BP, either at the aortic or 

brachial arteries [3]. In an attempt to provide more accurate and clinically relevant assessment of 

BP, noninvasive devices have been developed with the goal of estimating central aortic BP as 

distinct from standard cuff BP [4,5]. These devices employ pulse wave analysis techniques to 

derive central aortic BP from a BP waveform recorded at a peripheral artery [6–8]. This 

technology has now been incorporated into upper arm cuff-based BP devices with operation 

similar to standard cuff BP to enable ease of use in clinical practice. 

Accurate estimation of central aortic BP relative to intra-arterial aortic BP using upper arm cuff-

based methods is associated with several factors, including accurately determining the level of 

intra-arterial systolic blood pressure (SBP) amplification (brachial SBP − aortic SBP) [9]. 

Although invasive SBP amplification is highly variable between individuals [10], there is an 

assumption that central BP devices calibrated with standard cuff SBP and diastolic BP (DBP) 

estimate SBP amplification relatively accurately compared to intra-arterial SBP amplification 

[4,11]. However, to our knowledge only one study has assessed this in a mostly male, high-risk 

group of 45 patients, and found a low level of agreement between cuff-based estimation of SBP 

amplification and invasively measured SBP amplification [12]. Our study aimed to extend on 

this by determining the level of agreement between cuff and invasive SBP amplification in a 

larger study sample using two central BP devices, comprising one currently available device 

(Sphygmocor, Xcel, hereafter ‘device 1’) and a superseded device (Uscom BP+, hereafter 

‘device 2’). This study has not evaluated the Uscom BP+ device that is currently available. 

  



METHODS 

Participants 

Four hundred and twenty-five patients scheduled to undergo coronary angiography at the Royal 

Hobart Hospital catheterization laboratory were approached for study involvement. Participants 

recruited until 15 May 2018 had cuff BP measurements with device 1 and after this date device 2 

was used. The flow of participants excluded from the study and the analysis is depicted in Figure 

S1, Supplemental Digital Content. Briefly, exclusion criteria included inter-arm cuff BP 

difference ≥5 mmHg between cuff SBP and/or DBP (n = 23), aortic valve disease or arrhythmia 

(n = 57), intra-arterial access via femoral artery (n = 21), medical issues arising during the 

clinical procedure that prevented the research protocol (n = 41) or technical issues that prevented 

recording of cuff or intra-arterial BP (n = 20). A further 20 people declined to participate, leaving 

243 eligible participants. From these, 20 had negative intra-arterial SBP amplification ≤−5 

mmHg and were excluded. Although some level of negative amplification occurs during invasive 

measurement [13,14], SBP amplification is typically positive when estimated by noninvasive 

devices. For the purpose of this paper, participants with invasive SBP amplification values ≤−5 

mmHg were excluded because this threshold is outside the bounds of random BP variation from 

zero [15]. In total, there were 223 participants (device 1: n = 171, 70% men, aged 60 ± 10 years; 

device 2: n = 52, 83% men, aged 62 ± 10 years) with complete data for analysis. Participant 

clinical characteristics were extracted from hospital medical records. The study protocols were 

approved by the University of Tasmania Health and Medical Human Research Ethics Committee 

(H0010566 and H0016939). 

Intra-arterial (invasive) SBP amplification 

Intra-arterial BP acquisition was conducted according to ARTERY guidelines [4] and the details 

have been described elsewhere [16]. In brief, a fluid-filled catheter [e.g., 5F or 6F, Judkins Left, 

multipurpose (Cordis Corporation, Hialeah, Florida, USA) or TIG (Terumo Corporation, 

Somerset, New Jersey, USA)] was advanced from the right radial artery access site and 

positioned in the ascending aorta within 1–5 cm of the aortic valve, with confirmation by 

fluoroscopy. The transducer (Meritrans DTXPlus, model DT-4812; Merit Medical, South Jordan, 

Utah, USA) was maintained on the catheter table at a height equivalent of the heart, and this 

system was calibrated and flushed before every acquisition of invasive central and brachial BP 



waveforms. To measure intra-arterial BP, the catheter was first positioned in the ascending aorta 

to capture invasive central BP waveforms and then pulled back to the mid-humeral level in the 

right brachial artery to record invasive brachial BP waveforms. All intra-arterial BP waveform 

signals were acquired at a sample rate of 1000 Hz via an analog-to-digital converter (PowerLab 

ML870; AD Instruments, Bella Vista, Australia) and recorded using acquisition software 

(LabChart 7, AD Instruments). Markers were inserted on the LabChart recording at the precise 

time each BP recording commenced at each arterial site and at the time of cuff BP measurement. 

Waveform signals were converted from Volts to mmHg via an offline 2-point calibration 

procedure as previously described [17]. The SBP was taken as the peak of the ensembled 

waveform and DBP as the nadir. SBP amplification was calculated as brachial SBP – central 

SBP, and pulse pressure (PP) amplification was calculated as brachial PP – central PP. Invasive 

aortic and brachial augmentation index (AIx) was calculated as the difference between the 

second (P2) and the first (P1) aortic and brachial systolic peak pressure and was presented as 

percentage of the corresponding PP, Aix (%) = [(P2 − P1)/PP] × 100. 

Cuff-based (noninvasive) SBP amplification 

Noninvasive brachial BP and waveforms used to estimate central BP and SBP amplification 

were captured using two commercial BP devices. Cuff measurements taken at time of invasive 

brachial BP for these devices were closely aligned with invasive amplification. For the currently 

available device 1 (Sphygmocor Xcel, model EM4C; Atcor Medical, Sydney, Australia), an 

appropriately sized cuff was placed around the patient's left upper arm prior to the clinical 

procedure. One cuff measurement was performed simultaneously with invasive brachial BP. 

Standard brachial BP was measured during the first inflation and was immediately followed by 

reinflation of the cuff to a sub-diastolic pressure level. The cuff was held inflated at this sub-

diastolic pressure for a period of 5 s while noninvasive BP waveforms were recorded. Details on 

the performance of device 1 have been previously reported [6,18]. Device 2 (BP+, version 2; 

Uscom, Sydney, Australia) was used on different participants as described above. It was also 

operated simultaneously with invasive brachial BP to have oscillometric measurement of 

brachial BP recorded conventionally. No more than 3 s after cuff deflation, the cuff 

automatically reinflated and held for 10 s at a suprasystolic pressure approximately 30 mmHg 

above the measured brachial SBP. During this held-inflation period, suprasystolic pressure 

signals were recorded. Details on the performance of device 2 have been previously reported 

[17,19]. Waveforms from both devices were calibrated with the corresponding cuff SBP and 



DBP measured by each device respectively, and proprietary methods were automatically applied 

to estimate central BP waveforms. The model of device 2 used in this analysis was recently 

superseded because the noninvasive BP measurement componentry used to measure the brachial 

BP has been changed. The updated model of device 2 uses identical componentry to record 

suprasystolic waveforms and pulse wave analysis algorithms to estimate central BP and SBP 

amplification. Therefore, this change is not expected to alter the main conclusions of the study. 

Statistical analysis 

Data are presented as mean ± SD or n (%). Differences between continuous clinical 

characteristics and BP measures were assessed by t tests or one-way ANOVA with post hoc 

Tukey HSD test to quantify the statistical significance of any differences. Agreement between 

cuff-based and invasive SBP amplification was assessed by mean difference and SD of the mean 

difference. Pearson correlation and linear regression within Bland-Altman plots were used to 

determine magnitude and direction of any proportional systematic bias. The magnitude of any 

proportional systematic bias between cuff-based and invasively measured SBP amplification was 

compared using Fisher's z (comparing correlation coefficients). Variability of the relationship 

between cuff-based central SBP and cuff brachial SBP compared to variability of the relationship 

between invasive central SBP and brachial SBP was assessed using univariable and multivariable 

linear regression adjusting for potential confounders including age, sex, height, and heart rate. 

Adjusted R2 and root mean square errors (RMSE) were used to quantify variability between 

regression models. To do this, 95% confidence intervals for adjusted R2, RMSE and their 

differences were calculated by bootstrapping approach, as suggested by Kilian et al.[20]. 

Bootstrapping was performed with 2000 replications using the command provided by STATA 

16.0 [21]. Statistical analyses were performed identically for both devices, P values ≤0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

 

  



RESULTS 

Clinical characteristics 

Participants were predominantly male, middle-to-older age, overweight, and the majority had at 

least one diseased coronary artery. Participants who had BP measured by device 1 or device 2 

had similar cuff brachial SBP and heart rate, invasive central and brachial SBP, invasive SBP 

amplification, invasive central heart rate, and invasive central AIx (Table 1). Cuff heart rate, 

invasive central and brachial AIx were significantly different across invasive SBP amplification 

quartiles for both devices (Ptrend ≤ 0.047 for all, Table 2). 

Systolic blood pressure amplification 

Mean difference (±2SD, limits of agreement) between cuff-based and invasive SBP 

amplification from device 1 was 4 mmHg (−12 to +20 mmHg, P < 0.001), whereas this value 

from device 2 was −2 mmHg (−14 to +10 mmHg, P = 0.10) (Fig. 1). Similar patterns were found 

for cuff-based and invasive PP amplification (Table S1, Supplemental Digital Content). For both 

devices, Bland–Altman plots revealed cuff SBP amplification overestimated invasive SBP 

amplification at lower levels of SBP amplification and underestimated at higher levels of SBP 

amplification (Fig. 1). A stronger association (more bias) was observed for device 1 compared to 

device 2, and there was a significant difference in correlation coefficients (r = −0.68 vs. r = 

−0.52; z = 2.72; P = 0.008). There were similar findings for PP amplification (Figure S2, 

Supplemental Digital Content). In addition, across quartiles of invasive SBP amplification, while 

there was a stepwise increase in mean invasive SBP amplification (P < 0.001), the same increase 

in cuff-based SBP amplification was not evident for device 1, and less pronounced for device 2 

(Table 2, Fig. 2). Cuff-based SBP amplification was overestimated at lower invasive SBP 

amplification quartiles (P ≤ 0.001, first quartile) but underestimated at higher invasive SBP 

amplification quartiles (P < 0.001, fourth quartile; Fig. 2). The concordance between cuff-based 

and invasive SBP amplification was calculated for each quartile of invasive SBP amplification 

(i.e. the number of cuff-based SBP amplification cases that were concordant with the 

corresponding invasive SBP amplification cases over the total number of invasive SBP 

amplification cases). For device 1, from quartile 1 to 4, these proportions were 0% (0/43), 9% 

(4/43), 63% (27/43), and 64% (27/42), respectively. For the device 2, they were 38% (5/13), 

54% (7/13), 38% (5/13), and 8% (1/13), respectively. Cuff-based PP amplification was also 



underestimated at the highest invasive PP amplification quartile (P < 0.001) but the 

overestimation at the lower invasive PP amplification quartile was not statistically significant for 

device 2 (P ≥ 0.37 for first and second quartiles, Table S1, Supplemental Digital Content, Figure 

S3, Supplemental Digital Content). 

Variability of cuff-based SBP amplification compared to invasive SBP amplification 

Table 3 shows the regression of cuff-based central SBP on cuff brachial SBP, and of invasive 

central SBP on invasive brachial SBP to compare variability between cuff-based and invasive 

SBP amplification. With or without adjustment, invasive and cuff-based measurements were 

strongly associated (P < 0.001, for all). Notably, R2 values from invasive models were lower than 

those from noninvasive models for device 1 (0.85 vs. 0.96, P < 0.001) and device 2 (0.89 vs. 

0.95, P≤0.001). The R2 values remained similar after adjusting for age, sex, height, and heart 

rate. Moreover, RMSE from regression models was substantially greater for invasive, compared 

with cuff-based models for either device 1 (8.04 vs. 3.13, P < 0.001) or device 2 (6.74 vs. 4.01, P 

< 0.001). After adjusting for potential confounders including age, sex, height, and heart rate, 

RMSE remained similar (device 1: 7.09 vs. 3.19, P < 0.001; device 2: 7.16 vs. 3.63, P < 0.001). 

These RMSE observations were similar for the association between cuff-based central PP and 

cuff brachial PP, and between invasive central PP and invasive brachial PP (Table S2, 

Supplemental Digital Content). 

  



DISCUSSION 

This study aimed to determine the agreement between cuff-based and invasive SBP amplification 

derived from two central BP devices operating in a type I function [4]. The main finding was that 

irrespective of the difference between cuff-based and invasive SBP amplification, both devices 

systematically overestimated SBP amplification at lower levels and underestimated at higher 

levels of invasive SBP amplification. This resulted in low concordance between cuff-based and 

invasive SBP amplification across quartiles of invasive SBP amplification, particularly in the 

lowest and highest quartiles due to significantly less individual variability of cuff-based SBP 

amplification than invasive measures. Although there are no guidelines on the acceptable level of 

accuracy, our finding does not support the previously held assumption that type I central BP 

devices always provide appropriate estimations of SBP amplification [4,11]. This observation 

may be helpful towards improving the performance of cuff-based central BP measurement. 

Mean arterial pressure and DBP are relatively similar between central and peripheral arterial 

sites, whereas systolic BP may increase substantially across the aorta-to-brachial arterial 

segments [10]. The magnitude of SBP amplification is highly variable between individuals and 

can range from −5 to >30 mmHg [3]. Accurately measuring the level of SBP amplification is 

critically important because it can help refine BP risk stratification and clinical management. As 

an example, two people with similar peripheral (brachial) SBP may have vastly different central 

SBP due to different levels of SBP amplification. In this situation, the person with higher central 

SBP has theoretically greater cardiovascular risk but this cannot be discerned using standard cuff 

measurement methods [10,22,23]. Despite this, few clinical trials have to date attempted to 

assess the implications of this theory using targeted central BP management [24,25], nor 

confirmed in large trials with hard clinical outcomes. 

There are many cuff-based devices available that aim to noninvasively estimate central SBP 

relative to brachial SBP and purport to accurately estimate SBP amplification using a type I 

function [4–6,8,26]. Alternative calibration modes or algorithms using a type II function can be 

used to estimate central SBP [4], but this function was not available for either of the devices 

tested in this study. In any case, the type II device function is not relevant to this study as the 

process can provide central SBP values that are higher than the standard cuff SBP and does not 

seek to determine the true level of SBP amplification. The two devices tested in this study both 

overestimated SBP amplification in the lowest quartiles of invasive SBP amplification but 



underestimated SBP amplification in the highest quartiles (Figs. 1 and 2). The concordance of 

cuff-based SBP amplification with true SBP amplification was highly variable, ranging from 0% 

to 64% concordance across different quartiles of invasive SBP amplification. Overall, the 

findings indicate that modification of central BP device operation is needed, particularly to 

accurately discern individuals with low or high levels of SBP amplification. 

The average invasive SBP amplification in this study (8 mmHg) is the same as the average value 

reported in a large individual level invasive data meta-analysis among 515 people from 13 

independent studies [3]. However, to our knowledge, only one other study has specifically set 

out to determine the concordance between invasive and cuff-based SBP amplification. Using the 

Mobil-O-Graph central BP device in 45 patients during elective coronary angiography [12], cuff 

based SBP amplification was the same average value as device 1 in our study (12 mmHg). 

However, average invasive values (16 mmHg) in that study were much higher than observed by 

us and those reported in the above meta-analysis. This anomaly may be due to most of the study 

cohort (69%) having high BP, including many with high-grade hypertension (average invasive 

brachial SBP, 164 mmHg) and thus potentially higher propensity towards elevated SBP 

amplification. One other recent study measured invasive and noninvasive SBP amplification 

(using the Mobil-O-Graph device) in 303 individuals, but the focus of that study was on the 

clinical impacts of mismatch between cuff and invasive brachial BP, and results were not 

provided for study population averages of SBP amplification [27]. Extrapolated data from a 

study that used high-fidelity catheters for invasive BP and the Sphygmocor Xcel device in 36 

patients had virtually identical SBP amplification results to this current study [7]. The above 

results from independent studies tend to support wider generalizability of our findings, albeit 

accepting there may be device-specific variability. 

Device 1 performed poorly for predicting low SBP amplification (0% concordance), whereas 

device 2 was poor at predicting high SBP amplification (8% concordance). Reasons underlying 

these differences cannot be verified but may be due to the different device measurement 

functions. For example, device 1 employs a generalized transfer function to derive central SBP, 

which is a population averaged algorithm that when applied to a dampened peripheral waveform 

(as occurs with measurement at subdiastolic pressure with device 1 [28]) may not have sufficient 

sensitivity to capture the individual variability in SBP amplification [29]. On the other hand, 

device 2 records brachial cuff waveforms amplified to provide a highly featured waveform with 

complete cuff occlusion of the artery. The impedance of the occluding cuff amplifies the 



pressure wave reflections and a time-domain, physics-based model is then applied to estimate 

central aortic pressure waveforms [19]. Since SBP can amplify significantly along the brachial 

and radial arterial segments [30], the suprasystolic cuff BP used for waveform measurement for 

device 2 could be a factor contributing to underestimation of SBP amplification at higher values 

relative to device 1. Future refinement for better accuracy could use the best features of each 

device, for example, peripheral waveform estimation from sub-diastolic BP and central 

waveform estimation from supra-systolic waveforms. Combining these approaches could lead to 

better identification of the true level of SBP amplification. 

There are some limitations. First, the study population comprised patients with characteristics 

and clinical indications to undergo coronary angiography including being of older age; therefore, 

the results may not be generalizable to other populations or younger cohorts. Second, fluid-filled 

catheters were used to record invasive BP, which if handled incorrectly, could lead to inaccurate 

measures. However, the study was performed in accordance with the Artery taskforce 

recommendations [4] and following a standardized protocol for the measurement of invasive 

central BP, including removal of bubbles and regular flushing. Other researchers have used high-

fidelity catheters to record invasive SBP amplification, and their measurements are highly 

consistent with our invasive values [3]. 

In summary, this study found that cuff-based central BP devices had a proportional systematic 

bias for estimating SBP amplification compared with invasive values. Concordance of cuff-based 

SBP amplification across quartiles of invasive SBP amplification was highly variable, 

particularly in the lowest and highest quartiles. These cuff-based devices also provided SBP 

amplification with significantly less individual variability than invasive measures. These findings 

help understand some device specific factors that may contribute to the accurate estimation of 

central BP and may be useful to achieve future refinement of the methods. 
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Figure 1. Bland–Altman plot of difference between estimated SBP and invasive SBP 

amplification from device 1 (Sphygmocor Xcel, top) and device 2 (Uscom BP+, bottom). Dashed 

line is the line of best fit. Solid lines are mean difference and ±2 SDs of the difference between 

estimated and invasive SBP amplification. Bland-Altman plots indicate evidence of systematic 

bias for greater underestimation of SBP amplification with increasing level of SBP amplification, 

but with stronger bias observed for device 1 (r = −0.68 vs. r = −0.52; z = 2.72; P = 0.008). 

  



 

  



Figure 2. Bar plots (mean ± SE) of estimated SBP amplification (white bars) and invasive SBP 

amplification (black bars) per invasive SBP amplification quartiles from device 1 (Sphygmocor 

Xcel, top) and device 2 (Uscom BP+, bottom). From these figures, there was a stepwise increase 

in mean invasive SBP amplification for each of elevated invasive SBP quartile (Ptrend < 0.001) 

whilst estimated SBP amplification was overestimated at the first quartiles (P ≤ 0.001, for all) 

and underestimated at the highest quartile (P < 0.001, for all). 

 


